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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 22 July 2014 (22.07.2014)

CLAIMS

We claim,

1 . A non-transitory machine-readable medium storing a program which when

executed by at least one processing unit of a first device synchronizes a set of keychains

stored on the first device with keychains stored on a set of other devices, the first device and

the set of other devices communicatively coupled to one another through a peer-to-peer (P2P)

network, the program comprising sets of instructions for:

detecting that a particular keychain in the set of keychains stored on the device

has been modified, wherein the particular keychain comprises a plurality of secure data items

for use across the first device and set of other devices;

upon detection that the particular keychain has been modified, generating a

separate update request for each device in the set of other devices in order to synchronize the

particular keychain stored on device with the corresponding keychains stored on the other

devices in the set of other devices; and

transmitting through the P2P network the generated update requests to the set

of other devices over a set of separate, secure communication channels.

2 . The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the

modification to the keychain is an addition of a secure data item to the particular keychain.

3 . The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the

modification to the keychain is a modification of a secure data item in the particular

keychain.

4 . The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the

modification to the keychain is a deletion of a secured data item in the particular keychain.

5 . The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the P2P

network is implemented by an overlay network configured according to a fully connected

mesh topology.

6 . The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the P2P

network is implemented by an overlay network configured according to a star topology

comprising a plurality of nodes, wherein a center node of the star topology is a cloud storage

service and remaining nodes of the star topology comprise the device and the set of other

devices.

7 . A method for synchronizing a set of keychains stored on a first device with

keychains stored on a set of other devices, the first device and the set of other devices



communicatively coupled to one another through a peer-to-peer (P2P) network, the method

comprising:

detecting that a particular keychain in the set of keychains stored on the device

has been modified, wherein the particular keychain comprises a plurality of secure data items

for use across the first device and the set of other devices;

upon detection that the particular keychain has been modified, generating a

separate update request for each device in the set of other devices in order to synchronize the

particular keychain stored on device with the corresponding keychains stored on the other

devices in the set of other devices; and

transmitting through the P2P network the generated update requests to the set

of other devices over a set of separate, secure communication channels.

8 . The method of claim 7, wherein transmitting through the P2P network the

generated update requests to the set of other devices over the set of separate, secure

communication channels comprises encrypting the update request for each particular other

device with an encryption key such that the update request is decryptable by only the

particular other device.

9 . The method of claim 8, wherein the encryption key for encrypting the update

request for a particular one of the other devices in the set of other devices comprises a public

key of a public/private key pair of the particular other device.

10. The method of claim 7, wherein the plurality of secure data items of the

particular keychain comprises at least one of a password, a private key, a certificate, and a

secure note.

11 . A non-transitory machine-readable medium storing a program which when

executed by at least one processing unit of a first device processes requests to join a

synchronization circle for synchronizing keychains, the synchronization circle comprising the

first device and a set of other devices that share secure data, the program comprising sets of

instructions for:

receiving a request for a particular device to join the synchronization circle;

determining whether the request is authenticated based on data received with

the request; and

when the request is determined as authenticated, prompting a user for approval

of the request; and

when approval of the request is received from the user, adding the particular

device to the synchronization circle, wherein secure keychain data is shared between the first



device and the particular device after addition of the particular device to the synchronization

circle.

12. The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 11, wherein the set of

instructions for determining whether the request is authenticated comprises sets of

instructions for:

verifying that a user associated with the synchronization circle submitted the

request for the particular device to join the synchronization circle; and

verifying that the request for the particular device to join the synchronization

circle is generated by the particular device.

13. The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the data

received with the request for the particular device to join the synchronization circle comprises

a signature of the request, wherein the set of instructions for verifying that the user associated

with the synchronization circle submitted the request for the particular device to join the

synchronization circle comprises sets of instructions for:

decrypting the signature of the request with a public key of a user signing

public/private key pair; and

determining that the request matches the decrypted signature.

14. The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the data

received with the request for the particular device to join the synchronization circle comprises

a signature of the request, wherein the set of instructions for verifying that the request for the

particular device to join the synchronization circle is generated by the particular device

comprises sets of instructions for:

decrypting the signature of the request with a public key of a public/private

key pair belonging to and generated by the particular device; and

determining that the request matches the decrypted signature.

15. The non-transitory machine-readable medium of claim 11, wherein the set of

instructions for prompting the user for approval of the request comprises a set of instructions

for displaying a request for a password to be entered on a display screen of the first device.

16. For a first device, a method for processing requests to join a synchronization

circle for synchronizing keychains, the synchronization circle comprising the first device and

a set of other devices that share secure data, the method comprising:

receiving a request for a particular device to join the synchronization circle;

determining whether the request is authenticated based on data received with

the request; and



when the request is determined as authenticated, prompting a user for approval

of the request; and

when approval of the request is received from the user, adding the particular

device to the synchronization circle, wherein secure keychain data is shared between the first

device and the particular device after addition of the particular device to the synchronization

circle.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein adding the particular device to the

synchronization circle comprises adding data uniquely identifying the particular device to a

list of devices specified as members of the synchronization circle.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein adding the particular device to the

synchronization circle further comprises generating a signature of the list of devices with a

private key of a public/private device signing key pair belonging to and generated by the first

device.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein adding the particular device to the

synchronization circle further comprises storing the list of devices and the generated

signature in a central location for sharing with the other devices in the synchronization circle.

20. The method of claim 16 further comprising synchronizing keychains with the

particular device by sharing secure keychain data between the first device and the particular

device, after adding the particular device to the synchronization circle.
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